APPLY FOR **SPS FALL AWARDS**!

All fall applications are due *November 15*.

**Future Faces of Physics Award**
Awarded to SPS chapters for projects that promote physics across cultures, as well as promote the recruitment and retention of people from groups historically underrepresented in physics.

**Marsh W. White Award**
Awarded to SPS chapters for projects designed to promote interest in physics among students and the general public.

**Sigma Pi Sigma Chapter Project Award**
Awarded to Sigma Pi Sigma chapters for funding of chapter inductions and events that aim to engage alumni or expand the recognition of Sigma Pi Sigma within the campus and surrounding community.

**SPS Chapter Research Award**
Provides calendar year grants to support local chapter research deemed imaginative and likely to contribute to the strengthening of the SPS program.

**SPS-AAPT-ALPhA Undergraduate Award**
Awarded to undergraduate students who have shown outstanding work in developing an advanced laboratory apparatus/experiment.

**Service Awards**
Awarded to nominees to acknowledge outstanding chapter leaders that further the mission of SPS and/or Sigma Pi Sigma and aim to support the health of the organization and the broader community through service.

*Need some inspiration? Head to [spsnational.org/awards](http://spsnational.org/awards) to see past awarded chapters’ projects and apply today!*